Permission granted to raise your expectations. Go ahead, take in the athletic proportions and artistry in every detail. Feel invigorating response and dynamic performance through every curve. Bask in confidence inspired by standard Safety Shield 360. This is you, stepping up your game. This is Nissan Sentra.
This interior inspires interaction, from the soft materials on the door panels and dash to the artful stitching and available leather-appointed seats. An available Bose® Premium Audio System is engineered for the unique cabin acoustics of Sentra, providing a rich listening experience. Help keep your focus on the road ahead with easy-to-use, intuitive controls and the elevated color touch-screen display. And with touches like matte chrome accents and GT-R®-inspired air vents, Sentra® is just showing off.
Apple CarPlay® integration
People to see? Places to be? Just ask Siri.® Equipped with Siri ® voice control, Apple CarPlay® brings your contacts, favorite messaging apps, Apple Music® playlists, Apple Maps, and more on board to your Sentra.® Simply plug in your compatible iPhone® and go.5,6

Android Auto™
With Android Auto, you can keep your eyes on the road and hands on the wheel while using your voice to help you with your day. Ask Google to play your favorite song, navigate home, or respond to a text hands-free. Just say, ‘Hey Google’ or long-press the voice control button on your steering wheel.5,6

Excitement and efficiency – you deserve both
You get all the ingredients of an exciting drive. A low, wide stance for a better connection to the road. A sporty independent rear suspension that can help smooth out the potholes and rough spots. And an energetic engine that delivers a kick when you need it, and smoothness when you want it. All this, with the same impressive fuel efficiency you’d expect of a Sentra.4

Standard smartphone connectivity

Sentra is road trip-approved with a wide, accessible trunk, 60/40-split rear seats to help you pack long items like skis,14 up to three USB ports to give more passengers a charge, and an available built-in Wi-Fi Hotspot to help keep them entertained along the way.5,15,16

Standard Nissan Safety Shield® 360
As part of Nissan Intelligent Mobility, Nissan Safety Shield 360 includes features that can monitor in front of you, behind you, on either side, and can step in to help keep you safe. The following confidence-inspiring features are all standard on every Sentra.1,8

- Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection9
- Rear Automatic Braking10
- Rear Cross Traffic Alert11
- Blind Spot Warning12
- Lane Departure Warning13
- High Beam Assist

Versatility for all your plans
Sentra is road trip-approved with a wide, accessible trunk, 60/40-split rear seats to help you pack long items like skis,14 up to three USB ports to give more passengers a charge, and an available built-in Wi-Fi Hotspot to help keep them entertained along the way.5,15,16
CHOOSE YOUR COLOR

CHARCOAL CLOTH
CHARCOAL PREMIUM CLOTH
TAN QUILTED LEATHER
CHARCOAL SPORT CLOTH
CHARCOAL PRIMA-TEX™

CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR

Standard
P1 Part of SV Premium Package
P2 Part of SR Premium Package

Nissan has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your dealer.

Standard

P1

P2

SV

SR

Charcoal Cloth

Tan Quilted Leather™

SV

Charcoal Premium Cloth

SR

Charcoal Sport Cloth

SR

Charcoal Prima-Tex™
CHOOSE YOUR TRIM LEVEL

SR INCLUDES SV EQUIPMENT PLUS:
• Premium Package
• 18” Aluminum-alloy wheels  
• LED headlights with LED signature Daytime Running Lights
• LED fog lights 
• Heated outside mirrors with LED turn signal indicators 
• Dark chrome V-Motion grille 

AVAILABLE PACKAGE:
• Premium Package

S INCLUDES SV EQUIPMENT PLUS:
• Premium Package
• 18” Aluminum-alloy wheels  
• LED headlights with LED signature Daytime Running Lights
• LED fog lights 
• Heated outside mirrors with LED turn signal indicators 
• Dark chrome V-Motion grille

AVAILABLE PACKAGE:
• Premium Package

CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGE

SV PREMIUM PACKAGE
• 17” Aluminum-alloy wheels  
• Power sliding glass moonroof 
• 6-way power adjustable driver’s seat with 2-way power lumbar
• Quilted leather-appointed seats 
• Leather-wrapped shift knob 
• Heated front seats

SV INCLUDES 5 EQUIPMENT PLUS:
• Intelligent Cruise Control25  
• 18” Aluminum alloy wheels  
• Heated outside mirrors 
• Dual Zone Automatic Temperature Control
• Nissan Intelligent Key®  
• Remote Engine Start System26  
• Premium Cloth seat trim 
• Leather-wrapped steering wheel

AVAILABLE PACKAGE: 
• Premium Package

SR PREMIUM PACKAGE
• Intelligent Around View® Monitor27  
• Thin projector LED headlights with LED signature Daytime Running Lights
• Power sliding glass moonroof
• Sun visors with illuminated vanity mirrors
• Auto-dimming inside rearview mirror 
• 6-way power adjustable driver’s seat with 2-way power lumbar

PREMIUM PACKAGE
• Prima-Tex™ seats with contrast orange stitching  
• Side sill extensions 
• Sport rear design  
• Rear spoiler 
• Chrome exhaust finisher 
• Sport Cloth seat trim with contrast orange stitching

PREMIUM PACKAGE

Images may show additional available equipment.
A. Door Pocket Lighting  
Shed light what’s inside Sentra’s deep door pockets.

B. All-Season Floor Mats  
Stepping in from the rain or snow? No problem.

C. All-Season Trunk Area Protector  
Beach gear has met its match.

D. Illuminated Kick Plates  
Fewer scuffs and a grand entry, every time.

E. Trunk Shopping Bag Hooks  
For those items you don’t want rolling around in the trunk.

F. Carpeted Trunk Area Protector and Hideaway Trunk Net  
Conquer chaos – protect your trunk and keep things in place.

G. Center Console Liners  
Added grip and easy cleaning.

H. Sport Pedals  
Acceleration, but make it fashionable.

Additional Accessories:
• Sill Plate Protectors
• Interior Accent Lighting
• Side-Window Deflectors
• Clear Door Edge Protectors
• Clear Rear Bumper Protector
• Carpeted Floor Mats
• Carpeted Trunk Area Protector
• Portable Trunk Organizer
• Sliding Trunk Organizer Tray
• Wheel Locks
• And More

For more information and to shop online for Sentra® Genuine Nissan Accessories, go to bit.ly/21Sentra-Accy

Every Genuine Nissan Accessory is custom-fit, custom-designed and durability-tested. Each one is backed by Nissan’s 3-year/36,000-mile (whichever occurs first) limited warranty (if installed by dealer at the time of purchase), and can be financed when installed by dealer at time of purchase. 32
Sign up to get the latest on Nissan vehicles, news, and events.

https://www.nissansb.com/brochures/request-brochure.html